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Year	7-9	Answer	Key	for	March	30	–	April	10	Assessments	
	
Literacy	Year	7	
	
Please	remember	punctuation!	It	is	essential	that	you	end	your	sentences	with	a	full	stop,	or	other	
suitable	punctuation.	You	will	lose	marks	in	this	assessment	if	proper	punctuation	is	not	used.	
	
Q1.	Tick	the	sentences	that	are	an	imperative	sentence.	[4]	

a) I	hope	you	will	try	your	best.	
b) Put	that	down!	!	
c) Stop	playing	with	the	scissors.	!	
d) Have	you	got	a	pen?	

	
Q2.	Write	2	of	your	own	imperative	sentences:	[4]	

…Any	suitable	‘bossy’	sentences	that	start	with	a	command	(for	full	marks	must	include	
correct	punctuation)…………	
	

Q3.	Write	a	simile	for:		 [3]	for	full	marks,	must	include	correct	punctuation.	
a) Something	or	someone	being	quiet.	

…For	example:	The	little	girl	was	quiet	as	a	mouse………………………………………	
b) Something	or	someone	being	loud.	

……	For	example:	He	shouted	as	loud	as	a	crashing	drum.		
c) Something	or	someone	being	tall.	

For	example:	The	man	was	as	tall	as	a	sky	scraper.	
	

Q4.	Write	these	sentences	out	again	and	replace	the	underlined	word	in	bold	with	an	appropriate	
synonym	(think	carefully	about	the	tenses).	[3]	

a) The	children	shouted	excitedly	on	the	playground.	
Yelled,	screamed,	cried,	bellowed	(or	any	other	word	that	means	the	same	as	shouted).	

b) The	horse	ran	across	the	field.	
Galloped,	rushed,	sprinted,	bolted	(any	other	word	that	means	the	same	as	ran).	

c) She	was	very	happy	to	see	her	friend.	
Joyful,	cheerful,	jolly,	merry,	glad	(any	other	word	that	means	the	same	as	ran).	
	

Q5.	Add	all	the	missing	commas	to	these	short	passages.	(Copy	them	out	if	answering	the	
questions	in	your	exercise	book.	[5]	

a) Although	I	liked	what	you	wrote,	you	forgot	to	use	capital	letters,	full	stops	and	interesting	
adjectives.	Unfortunately,	this	means	you	lost	some	marks.	

b) Despite	being	an	older	man,	he	was	still	quick,	athletic	and	full	of	energy.	
	

Q6.		Add	all	the	missing	apostrophes	to	these	sentences.	(Copy	them	out	if	answering	the	
questions	in	your	exercise	book.)	[8]	

a) This	is	Clare’s	book	so	don’t	damage	it.	
b) I	haven’t	seen	the	IT	teacher’s	comments	on	my	work	yet.	
c) The	dog’s	owner	didn’t	let	it	play	outside.	
d) I	can’t	understand	how	the	runner’s	shoe	fell	off.		
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Comprehension	
Read	the	passage	‘A	journey	to	the	bottom	of	the	sea’	on	the	final	page	and	answer	the	questions	

below.	
Q7.		
a)	During	what	part	of	the	day	did	the	two	men	say	goodbye	to	their	shipmates?	(morning,	
afternoon,	evening,	night	?)	[1]		morning	

a) Give	a	synonym	for	the	word	voyage.	(line	4)	[1]	journey,	trip..	
b) Why	was	it	difficult	for	the	men	to	sit	down	in	the	capsule?	[1]	

There	wasn’t	much	space.	(‘there	was	barely	space’)		
c) What	job	did	the	two	men	do?	[1]	

scientists	
d) Write	two	adjectives	used	to	describe	the	water.	[2]	

Dark,	icy	
e) What	were	the	scientists	trying	to	do?	[1]	

Dive	to	the	bottom	of	the	Challenger	Deep.	
f) Do	you	think	this	journey	would	be	an	easy	one	or	a	difficult	one?	Explain	your	answer.	[3]	

Difficult:	Give	an	answer	related	to	what	is	in	the	text.	More	detailed	answers	will	receive	
3/3	
For	example:	It	was	fraught	with	danger.	No	one	knew	if	it	was	possible.	They	sat	anxiously.	

g) Think	about	your	own	ideas	of	what	might	happen	next	in	this	story	and	write	out	the	next	
paragraph.	You	are	not	finishing	the	story,	just	writing	the	next	part	of	it.	Try	to	use	some	
speech	between	the	characters.		[8]	(marks	for	handwriting,	punctuation,	sentence	
structure	and	content.)	
Any	suitable	paragraph	that	continues	with	the	story.	
2	marks	each	for		
-	neat,	consistent	handwriting.	
- Correct	punctuation	(capital	letters,	full	stops,	speech	marks,	question	marks	etc)	
- Sentence	structure	(sentences	make	sense	and	are	written	correctly.)	
- Content	(the	story	carries	on	from	where	is	left	off	and	fits	with	what	the	story	is	about.	

There	is	mention	of	what	happens	after	the	men	hear	the	cracking	sound.)	
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Maths	Year	7	
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Amharic	Year	7	
	
የ፯ኛ ዓመት ምዘና 
እርማት 
በሚከተሉተ  አረፍተነገሮች ውስጥ ያሉትን አስተያየቶች ሀቀኛ እና የግል አስተያየት በማለት  
አመልክቱ ! 
 
፩)በአሜሪካ በኮሮና ቫይረስ የተያዙት ሰዎች ቁጥር እየጨመረ ነው፡፡ሀቀኛ 
፪)በአሜሪካ በኮሮና ቫይረስ የተያዙት ሰዎች ቁጥር እየጨመረ ነፃማርክ 
፫)አንጌላ ሜርክል የጀርመን ቻንስለር ናቸው፡፡ 
፬)የጀርመኗ ቻንስለር አንጌላ ሜርክል ደግ ሰው ሳይሆኑ አይቀርም ፡፡የግል አስተያየት 
፭)ጠዋት የታረደው በሬ ጮማ ሆነ፡፡ ሀቀኛ 
፮)ጠዋት የታረደው በሬ የሀረር ሰንጋ ሳይሆን አይቀርም፡፡የግል አስተያየት 
 
በሚከተሉተ  አረፍተነገሮች ውስጥ ተግባራዊ የሆኑትን ዘይቤዎቸ አነፃፃሪ ፣ሰውኛ፣አያዎ  
በማለት  አመልክቱ 
 
፯)እንኳን ሰው ሳር ቅጠሉም ብሶቱን እየገለፀ ነው፡፡ ሰውኛ ዘይቤ 
፰)ካምላክ እንደ አንበሳ ደፋር ነው፡፡ አነጻጻሪ ዘይቤ 
፱)የሰላማዊ ፊት ብርቱካን ይመስላል፡፡አነጻጻሪ ዘይቤ 
፲))እኔ በህይወቴ እየሄድኩ አልሄድም፡፡ አያዎ 
 
በ“ሀ” ረድፍ የቀረቡትን ስያሜ ቃላት በ”ለ“ ረድፍ ከቀረቡት ጋር አዛምዱ፡፡ 
             ሀ                                  ለ 
       ሐ ፲፩) አያዎ ዘይቤ               ሀ) የተፈፀመ ነገር በትክክል የሚገልፅ 
       ሀ ፲፪)  ሀቀኛ አስተያየት         ለ) አንድን ሀሳብ ለማጉላት አገልግሎት ላይ የሚውል የቋንቋ 
አጠቃቀም 
       መ ፲፫)  መስተዋድድ               ሐ)ሁለት ተቃራኒ ነገሮችን አንድ ላይ በማምጣት የሚፈጠር 
      ሠ ፲፬) ጥምር ቃላት                መ) ራሳቸውን ችለው የማይቆሙ ነገር ግን በስም ላይ 
የሚቀጠሉ ቃላት 
       ለ ፲፭)  ዘይቤ                    ሠ)የሁለት ቃላት ጥምረት 
 
Science	Year	7	
	
1.	a)	newton	meter	
	
2.	a)	friction	
					b)Gravitation	Energy		
	
3.Elastic	Energy		
	
4.15kg=15x10=150N	
				15kg=150N	
	
5.	a)Gravitational	force	
				b)Friction		
				c)Air	resistance	
	
6.Balanced	Force	
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7.kinetic	Energy	
	
8.Mass	is	measured	in	Kg	and	Weight	us	measured	in	N	
	
9.Coronavirus	disease	(COVID-19)	is	an	infectious	disease	caused	by	a	newly	discovered	
coronavirus.	
	
10.Common	symptoms	covid	19	are:fever,tiredness	and	dry	cough	
	
11.good	hygiene	and	social	distancing	
	
Civics	Year	7	
	
እውነት/ሀሰት	
1.	ሀ	
2.	እ	
3.	ሀ	
4.	ሀ	
5.	ሀ	
 
አዛምድ	
1.	ሠ	
2.	ሐ	
3.	ሀ	
4.	ረ	
5.	ለ	
6.	ሸ	
7.	መ	
 
ምርጫ	
1.	መ	
2.	መ	
3.	መ	
4.መ	
5.	መ	
	
English	version	civics		
True/False	
1.	T	
2.	T	
3.	T	
4.	F	
5.	T	
6.	F	
7.	F	
8.	F	
Matching		
1.	D	
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2.	C	
3.	E	
4.	B	
5.	F	
6.	A	
	
	
Social	Studies	Year	7	
	
I. T/F	
1. T	
2. F	
3. F	
4. F	
5. T	

	
II.	Choice	
1.	D	
2.	D	
3.	C	
4.	C	
5.	B	
	
III.	Short	answer	
1. Abstinence,	Use	condom	and	faithfulness	
2. By	affecting/	illness	and	death	of/	the	productive	force	/	age	between	15-49/	of	a		country	
3. HIV…is	the	virus	and	AISD	is	the	disease		
4. Affects	family	budget,	may	disrupt	the	growth	of	a	child	due	to	the	extra	number	children	in	a	

household	and	parents	may	not	give	the	necessary	attention	to	each	child	again	due	to	more	
number	of	children	

5. Over	population	may	be	resulted	in	deforestation	as	people	cut	trees	for	various	purposes	
like	…settlement	area,	look	for	fire		wood	/	fuel/and	for	construction	purpose			
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Year	8	Answer	Key	for	March	30	–	April	10	Assessments	
	
Literacy	Year	8	
	
Adjective	or	Adverb	Exercise		

Choose	the	correct	adverb/adjective	and	underline:	

1.	He	(correct,	correctly)	defined	the	terms.	The	answer	sounded	(correctly,	correct).	

2.	She	(quickly,	quick)	adjusted	the	fees.	She	adapted	(quick,	quickly)	to	any	situation.		

3.	He	measured	the	floor	(exact,	exactly).	They	proved	to	be	(perfectly,	perfect)	(exact,					

exactly)	measurements.	

4.	The	stillness	of	the	tomb	was	(awfully,	awful).	The	tomb	was	(awfully,	awful)	still.		

5.	It	was	a	(dangerously,	dangerous)	lake	to	swim	in.	The	man	was	(dangerous,	dangerously)	

drunk.	The	gas	smelled	(dangerously,	dangerous).	

6.	She	performed	(magnificent,	magnificently).	It	was	a	(magnificent,	magnificently)	beautiful	

performance.	

7.	Her	voice	sounds	(beautifully,	beautiful).	She	sang	the	song	(exact,	exactly)	as	it	was	written.	

We	heard	it	(perfectly,	perfect).	

8.	He	was	a	very	(sensibly,	sensible)	person.	He	acted	very	(sensible,	sensibly).	

9.	Mike	wrote	too	(slow,	slowly)	on	the	exam.	He	always	writes	(slow,	slowly).	

10.	Talk	(softly,	soft)	or	don't	talk	at	all.	The	music	played	(softly,	soft).	

11.	Andrea	knows	the	material	very	(good,	well).	She	always	treats	us	(good,	well).		

12.	You	must	send	payments	(regular,	regularly).	We	deal	on	a	(strictly,	strict)	cash	basis.	

13.	The	mechanic's	tools	were	(well,	good).	The	foreman	said	that	his	work	was	(good,	well)	done.	

14.	She	worked	(careful,	carefully)	with	the	sick	child.	She	was	a	very	(careful,	carefully)	worker.	

15.	He	did	not	pass	the	course	as	(easy,	easily)	as	he	thought	he	would.		

16.	I	find	this	novel	very	(interesting,	interestingly).	It	was	(interesting,	interestingly)	written.	

	

As	we	have	discussed	about	colons	and	semi-colons	in	class,	please	answer	the	following	

questions.	

Directions:	Use	a	semicolon	and	a	conjunctive	adverb	to	combine	the	following	independent	

clauses.	

1.	I	am	wearing	a	sweater	and	a	jacket;	however,I	am	cold.	

2.	The	old	dog	is	blind;furthermore,	it	is	deaf.	

3.	Mix	all	the	ingredients;then,	put	the	batter	in	the	oven.	
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Colons	

4.	I	gave	you	the	spray	bottles	for	one	reason:	to	clean	the	windows.		

5.	You	will	need	the	following	ingredients:	milk,	sugar,	flour,	and	eggs.		

6.	Johann	set	the	alarm	clock	for	6:00.		

7.	My	father	ended	every	conversation	the	same	way:	“Don’t	give	up.”		

8.	Dear	Mr.Kurasu	of	the	Kiragowa	Corporation:	

9.	Mix	the	oil	and	vinegar	at	a	1:2	ratio.		

10.	I	have	invited	the	following	people	to	my	party:Kevin,	Amy,	and	Keeley.		

11.	There	is	only	one	way:	to	make	it	to	the	top	hard	work.		

12.	The	soldier	shouted	the	following	before	leaving	to	war:	“We	shall	return	victorious!”	
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Maths	
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Amharic	Year	8	
	
የ፰ኛ ዓመት ፈተና 
እርማት 
የሚከተሉት ቃላት ሲጠብቁ እና ሲላሉ የሚያስገኙትን ፍቺ በአረፍተነገር ውስጥ አመልክቱ፡፡ 
                 ሲጠብቁ           ሲላሉ 
፩)መልስ        ስጥ                ምላሽ 
፪)መላ         ብዙሀን             ዘዴ 
፫)መና         ሲሣይ              ብክነት 
፬)ልረዳ       ልገነዘብ              ላግዝ 
፭)ሰፊ         መጠኑ ትልቅ ለሆነ ልብስ ፣ቤት . . .         ልብስ የሚጠቅም(የሚሰፋ) 
 
በሚከተሉት ማሰሪያ አንቀፆች ለሀቀኛ አስተያየት አምስት፣ለግል አስተያየት አምስት 
አረፍተነገሮችን በመመስረት ልዩነታቸውን አሳዩ ፡፡ 
፮)ተጠነቀቀ 
፯)ይሆናል 
፰)ተፈፀመ 
፱)ወቀጠ 
፲)ገለፀ 
 
በ“ሀ” ረድፍ የቀረቡትን ስያሜ ቃላት በ”ለ“ ረድፍ ከቀረቡት ማብራሪያዎች ጋር አዛምዱ፡፡ 
            “ሀ”                                               ”ለ“ 
     ሐ  ፲፩)ጥብቀት                            ሀ)ከድርሰቱ ዋና ሀሳብ ጋር 
የሚያስተዋውቅ ክፍልነው 
    መ  ፲፪)መደምደሚያ                       ለ) የድርሰቱ ጠቅላላ ሀሳብ 
የሚብራራበት ክፍል ነው 
     ለ  ፲፫)ሀተታ                               ሐ) በቃል ውስጥ በሚገኙ ድምፆች 
ንበት 
    ሠ   ፲፬)ርዕስ                                መ)የድርሰቱ ዋና ሃሳብ የሚቋጭበት 
ክፍል ነው፡፡ 
    ሀ   ፲፭)መግቢያ                            ሠ)በአጭር ሐረግ የሚገለፅ የድርሰቱ 
መጠሪያ ነው 
																																											
Science	Year	8	
	
1.The	difference	between	habitat	and	ecosystem	is	that	the	habitat	is	the	natural	home	of	an	
animal,	a	plant	or	any	other	living	organism	while	an	ecosystem	is	the	interaction	and	
interrelationships	between	living	organisms	and	physical	environment.	Also,	
one	ecosystem	includes	many	habitats	
	
2.There	is	a	grass	on	the	sport	filled	and	we	can	find	some	insects		
	
3.Arrows	are	used	to	show	the	feeding	relationship	between	the	animals.	The	arrow	points	from	
the	organism	being	eaten	to	the	organism	that	eats	it.	
	
4.a)Herbivores	refer	to	those	animals	that	consume	only	plants.	This	includes	leaves,	grains	and	
seeds.	On	the	other	hand,	carnivores	are	those	animals	that	eat	meat	in	order	to	survive.	
b)The	major	difference	between	these	three	groups	is	that	carnivores	eat	meat,	herbivores	eat	
plants,	and	omnivores	eat	a	little	of	both.		
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5.Quadrat	is		a	square	or	rectangular	plot	of	land	used	to	mark	off	at	random	a	physical	area	to	
isolate	a	sample	and	determine	the	percentage	of	vegetation	and	animals	occurring	within	the	
marked	area.	
	
6.pooter,pitfaltrap	and		sweep	net		
	
7.Mass	number	
	
8.Democrats		
	
9.Electronic	configuration	
	
10.a)		Mg	2:8:2	
						b)		Cl		2:8:7	
						c)		Al		2:8:3	
	
11.Monatomic	compounds	are	composed	of	single	atoms	and	there	are	no	chemical	
bonds	between	these	atoms.	Diatomic	compounds	are	composed	of	molecules	containing	two	
atoms.	Therefore	there	are	chemical	bonds	between	these	atoms.	
	
12.No	of	N			/	no	of	P	
											a)			7			-7					
											b)		16-15	
											c)			14-13										
	
13.								Mg=9+40/2=24.5	
															Br=	35.5+127/2=81.5	
	
14.			The	law	that	the	properties	of	the	elements	are	periodic	functions	of	their	atomic	numbers.	
Also	called	Mendeleev's	law.	(originally)	the	statement	that	the	chemical	and	physical	properties	
of	the	elements	recur	periodically	when	the	elements	are	arranged	in	the	order	of	their	atomic	
weights.	
	
15.a)	Wrong	order	of	atmoic	mass	of	some	element		
						b)The	postion	of	isotops	in	periodic	table	
	
Physics	Year	8	(see	separate	answer	sheet)	
	
Civics	Year	8	
	
										እዉነት/ሀሰት	
1. እዉነተ							
2. እዉነት	
3. ሀሰት	
4. ሀሰት	
5. እዉነት	
6. ሀሰት	
7. ሀሰት	
8. ሀሰት	
9. ሀሰት	
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10. እዉነት	
	

ምርጫ		
1. ሐ	
2. ሐ	
3. ለ	
4. መ	
5. ሐ	
	
	
Social	Studies	Year8	
	
I. T/F	

1. F	
2. T	
3. F	
4. T	
5. T	
6. T	

	
II. CHOICE	

1. B	
2. D	
3. D	
4. D	
5. A	
6. B	
7. C	
8. B	
9. D		(A	and	C)	
10. A	
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Year	9	Answer	Key	for	March	30	–	April	10	Assessments	
	
Literacy	Year	9	
	
Pronoun	

A	pronoun	is	a	word	that	may	take	the	place	of	one	or	more	nouns.	Reflexive	Pronouns	include;	

Myself,	Yourself,	Himself,	Herself,	Ourselves,	Themselves	

Directions:	Circle	the	reflexive	pronoun	in	each	sentence	below.		

Example	A:	He	bought	the	gift	for	himself.	Answer:	himself		

1.	Make	sure	to	remind	yourself	of	the	things	you	need	to	do.		

2.	She	thought	to	herself	while	she	was	in	the	library.		

3.	I	saw	myself	in	the	mirror.		

4.	We	blamed	ourselves	for	the	mistake.		

5.	Can	you	help	yourselves?		

6.	They	cannot	look	after	themselves.	

7.	Why	do	you	blame	yourself	for	everything?		

8.	Please	help	yourself	to	some	food.		

9.	Don’t	be	ashamed	of	yourself.		

10.	I	bought	a	gift	for	myself.		

11.	I	will	do	the	job	myself.		

12.	They	ate	all	the	food	themselves.		

13.	I	hurt	myself	when	I	jumped	off	the	roof.		

14.	She	did	all	the	work	by	herself.	

Punctuation	

Period	(.)	Exclamation	Mark	(!)	Question	Mark	(?)		

Comma	(,)	Apostrophe	(‘)	Quotation	Mark	(“___”)		

Re-write	each	sentence	below	and	add	the	correct	punctuation	mark	or	marks	where	needed.	

Eg.	Congratulations	_______	You	graduated	with	honours________				

						Congratulations!	You	graduated	with	honours!		

1.	I	am	so	excited	to	see	my	family	for	Christmas.	

2.	Where	is	an	exciting	place	to	visit?	

3.	Make	sure	to	complete	all	your	homework	on	time!	

4.	John	asked,‘’when	are	we	going	on	a	vacation?’’	

5.	Terry,	Sam	and	Jeremy	went	to	the	movies	together.		
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6.	Wow!	What	a	wonderful	event!	

Phrasal	verbs	

Fill	in	the	correct	form	of	one	of	the	phrasal	verbs	from	the	box.	

	
break	out				catch	up	with	cut	off	drop	off	fill	in	give	up	go	ahead	with	grow	up	hand	out	
hang	up	ring	up							tear	down	
	

1.He	rang	up	Nancy	and	ask	her	if	she	would	go	to	the	dance	with	him.	

2.The	building	was	very	old	so	they	had	to	tear	it	down.	

3.The	police	have	been	looking	for	him	ever	since	he	broke	out	of	the	prison.	

4.We	left	an	hour	earlier	but	we	drove	so	fast	that	we	were	able	to	catch	up	withhim.	

5.I’ve	been	trying	to	give	up	smoking	but	I	simply	can’t	do	it.	

6.Timmy	never	tear	down	anything.	He	just	leaves	it	on	the	floor.	

7.Maria	filed	in	the	job	application	and	gave	it	to	the	secretary.	

8.The	president	has	decided	to	give	up	his	peace	plan.	

9.You	are	acting	like	a	child.	When	will	you	grow	up?	

10.The	teacher	handed	out	the	test	books	to	the	class.	

11.I	wouldn’t	be	surprised	if	the	company	cut	off	my	electricity.	I	haven’t	paid	the	bills	for	three	

months.	

12.Can	you	drop	me	off	at	the	train	station	on	your	way	back?	

Fill	in	the	correct	form	of	one	of	the	phrasal	verbs	from	the	box.	

	
back	off	call	off	come	across	dress	up	hand	in	let	off	put	away	put	up		
take	out	use	up	wake	up	work	out	
	

1.I	woke	up	at	3	in	the	morning	and	couldn’t	get	back	to	sleep	again.	

2.Tom	backed	off	when	he	saw	that	the	man	had	a	gun.	

3.By	1910	millions	of	immigrants	had	come	across	the	ocean	to	the	New	World.	

4.The	teacher	had	some	posters	put	up	in	her	new	classroom.	
	
5.The	game	has	been	called	off	because	of	rain.	

6.The	Presidentasked	the	members	of	the	Cabinet	to	hand	in	their	letters	of	resignation.	

7.The	bus	driver	let	her	off	at	the	corner.	

8.At	Jane’s	costume	party	everyone	has	to	dress	up	as	a	clown.	

9.I	told	you	to	put	away	your	toys	before	you	go	out.	

10.I	used	up	all	the	sugar	so	I	guess	we	have	to	buy	some	more.	
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Maths	Year	9	
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Amharic	Year	9	
	
እርማት 
በሚከተሉት ቃላት ጥገኛ ሐረጎችን ያካተቱ  ውስብስብ አስር አረፍተ ነገሮችን መስርቱ ፡፡ 
፩)መለሰ     ዮናታን የገዛውን ደብተር መለሰ፡፡  
፪)ፈላ       እህቴ የጣደችው ወጥ ፈላ፡፡   
፫)አከማቸ   ዳዊት በርካታ የልጅነት ስጦታዎቹን ከእናቱ ቤት አምጥቶ አከማቸ 
፬)ረዳ       የዳግማዊት ወንድም የአከማቸውን ሀብት በመስጠት መቄዶኒያን ረዳ፡፡ 
፭)ሰፋ       ከአቃቂ  ወደ ቃሊቲ የሚወስደው መንገድ ሰፋ፡፡ 
አያያዦችንና መጠይቃዊ ቃላትን ተጠቅማችሁ አስር ድርብ አረፍተነገሮችን  መስርቱ ! 
፮)ደነገጠ    አያቴ በኣባቴ የውፍረት መጠን በጣም ደነገጠገ፤ዘወትር ስፖርታዊ እንቅስቃሴ 
አለማድረጉ የውፍረቱ ምክነያት መሆኑን ሲሰማ ደግሞ አዘነ፡፡ 
፯)ከረመ    መስፍን ጉቱ አንጋፋ ዘማሪ ነው፤ስለሆነም ለወጣትዘማሪያን ልምዱን ሲያካፍል 
እዚሁ ከረመ፡፡ 
፰)ፈፀመ    ኃይሌ የመስሪያቤቱን አጨቃጫቂውን የፍርድቤቱ ጉዳይ ፈፀመ፤በዚህም ምክንያት 
ከፍተኛ ሽልማት ተበረከተለት፡፡ 
፱)ቀጠፈ   ዳዊት የሚያምረውን አበባ ለምን ቀጠፈ ? የመኖሪያ ቤቱን ቅፅር ግቢ ለማስዋብ 
ይሆን የቀጠፈው ? 
፲)ገለፀ     የአዲስ አበባ ከተማ አስተዳደር የጎዳና ተዳዳሪዎችን ከጎዳና ላይ እንደሚያነሳ 
ገለፀ፤የጎዳና ተዳዳሪዎቹ መቼ      እንደሚነሱ የታወቀ ነገር ይኖር ይሆን ? 
በሚከተሉት አረፍተነገሮች ውስጥ ሥርዓተነጥቦችን በተገቢው ቦታ ተጠቀሙ ፡፡ 
፲፪) የኮሮና ቫይረስን ለመከላከል አካላዊ ርቀትን መጠበቅ፣ እጅን በሳሙና እና በውሃ ለሃያ 
ሰከንድ አሽቶ መታጠብ ፣ፊትን በአልታጠበ እጅ አለመንካት ፣ተመጣጣኝ የአመጋገብ ስርዓትን 
መከተል ፣ቤት ውስጥ መቀመጥ እና  የአኗኗር ዘይቤን መቀየርን ይሻል፡፡ 
፲፫) ተለምዷዊው የአኗኗር ዘይቤ ማህበረሰባዊ ግኑኝነታችንን ይመለከታል፤የአመጋገብ 
ስርዓታችንን ያካትታል ፤መንፈሳዊ የአምልኮ ልምዳችንን ይመለከታል፡፡ 
፲፬)በአሜሪካ በኮሮና ቫይረስ የተያዙት ሰዎች ቁጥር በከፍታኛ የጨመረው  ለምንድነው ? 
፲፭)ውድ ወንድሜ ለጤናህ እንደምን አለህ ?  እኔ በጣም ደህና ነኝ ፡፡ በቀደም ዕለት የአጎቴ 
ልጅ ግሩም ምሳ ሰርቶ እያበላኝ ፤ ስምህን አንስተን እያማንህ ነበር፡፡ 
 
 
Science	Year	9	
	
Part	I	(Matching)	
1)G			3)F			5)C							7)A					9)E	
	
2)D				4)I					6)J						8)B					10)H	
	
Part	II	(Short	Answer)	
11)It’s	a	disease	caused	that	is	commonly	transmitted	by	the	Tsetse	fly.	
	
12)Abomasum	
	
13)Grass	stored	in	an	airtight	container.	
	
14)Less	activeness,	puke,	
	
15)Biosphere	is	the	part	of	the	earth	that	supports	life.	The	Biosphere	can	be	split	up	into	Many	
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ecosystems.	An	ecosystem	is	the	interaction	between	the	biotic	and	the	abiotic	factor	of	an	
ecosystem.	
	
16)-Terrestrial			-Freshwater		-Rainforest	
					-Aquatic						-Desert											-African	savanna	
Chemistry	Test	Answers	
	
17)a:Minerals	and	Organic	matter.	
					b:Nitrogen,	oxygen	and	calcium.	
	
18)-Nitrogen																												-Phosphorus																									-Calcium	
					-Potassium																									-Magnesium																										-Sulphur	
	
Part	III	(Matching)	
19)D											21)A								23)C	
	
20)E											22)B	
	
24)....	
	
25)...	
	
	
Physics	Year	9	(see	separate	answer	sheet)	
	
Civics	Year	9	
 
እዉነተ/ሀሰት 
1. ሀሰት 
2. እዉነት 
3. ሀሰት 
4. ሀሰት 
5. እዉነት 
6. ሀሰት 
7. እዉነት 
8. እዉነት 
9. ሀሰት 
10. እዉነት 

 
        ምርጫ 
1. ሀ 
2. ለ 
3. ሐ 
4. ለ 
5. ለ 
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Social	Studies	Year	9	
	
T/F	
1. T	
2. T	
3. T	
4. F	
5. F	

	
III. CHOICE	
1. D	(	A	and	C)	
2. D	(	A	and	C)	
3. D	
4. D	
5. D	
	
SHORT	ANSWER	
1. Pro	natalist	policy		and	Anti	natalist	policy	
2. Mortality	rate	
3. The	average	number	of	children	that	would	be	born	alive	to	a	woman	during	her	fertility	time		
4. Migration		
5. Use	of	contraceptive	methods,	Raising	the	minimum	age	of	marriage,	availability	of	counseling	

centers	and	organizing/	preparing	education	related	to	family	planning.	
	


